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Abstract:- There is a need for a suitable tool to help 

people select the right insurance plan because there is a 

great amount of information about insurance on the 

internet. By creating a recommendation engine that 

directly provides a product to its clients, the insurance 

industry has found a lot of value. Several insurance 

firms provide various insurance policies. Customers are 

now unable to decide on a plan because of this. Our 

invention is creating a suggestion system that is 

especially tailored for the user. Due to their special 

characteristics, insurance plans require a different 

approach than traditional systems. These algorithms 

often use enormous databases to construct them and aim 

to suggest the best offer. Our system employs the 

collaborative filtering technique to determine how likely 

it is for a user to obtain an insurance plan based on user 

similarity taking into account their preferences. The 

usage of recommendation tools is widespread, but little 

has been done for the insurance sector. Our system uses 

this technique for insurance suggestions in an effort to 

close that gap. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Global purpose. In this paper, we describe a 

mechanism for recommending the best insurance plan at the 

appropriate time to enhance the client experience. Machine 

learning algorithms have become widely accepted in recent 

years, enabling professionals in a wide range of fields to 

obtain cutting-edge insights on consumer behaviour and fine 
- tune their marketing plans accordingly. Within the 

framework of recommendation systems, algorithms like this 

automatically generate individualised prospects for each 

customer. 
 

Common uses for recommendation engines. The 

creation of internet apps with recommendation algorithms is 

an increasing trend. In an effort to make consumers' 

decision-making processes easier and reduce the stress that 

comes from having too many options, they provide a variety 

of things that people frequently use (such online 

marketplaces and video streaming services). On well-known 

websites like Amazon and Netflix, customers quickly lose 

interest and leave the site when presented with hundreds or 

thousands of possibilities. In order to give your clientele the 

best service possible, it is imperative to establish a strong 

system of recommendations. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 

A fresh strategy is required because the unique 
qualities of insurance products are not well-suited to current 

online platform-based recommendation methods (e.g., e-

commerce, movies). These algorithms, which were created 

with the aid of sizable databases, are in charge of 

recommending the best course of action. A Bayesian 

network-based system created for insurance brokers to give 

recommendations for any type of insurance is offered by the 

authors of one of the few academic articles that deal with 

recommendation systems connected to insurance. 
 

A. Disadvantages of existing system: 

 Based on the insurance provider with whom it has a 

partnership, it suggests a particular insurance plan.  

 It is not able to conduct efficient data analysis.  

 An incorrect interpretation of user behaviour or a failure 

to adjust to novel circumstances.  

 The current system is a generic system, so insurance 

recommendations may not be tailored to the client's 

needs. 
 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

The proposed system employs the collaborative 

filtering technique to determine the best insurance plan for 

the user based on the choices of other similar users. 
Insurance plans are offered by various businesses. This 

system does not favor one business over another. 
 

This project's aim is to create a system that predicts a 

user's likelihood of obtaining a specific insurance plan based 
on similarities with other users. It gives the user access to a 

collaborative filtering technique that generates accurate and 

unbiased recommendations. 
 

IV. METHODOLOGY 
 

The dataset of insurance policies is first loaded into the 

system. The data is then pre-processed by removing 

characteristics with only one class and data with a high 
correlation. The system then employs a collaborative 

filtering method to make an insurance policy suggestion to a 

consumer. This method known as collaborative filtering 

excludes items that a user would find appealing based on the 

views of other users who share their interests. It works by 

scanning a large group of individuals and identifying a 

smaller group of users who have preferences similar to a 

specific user. The model takes user-indexed customer data 

and suggests an appropriate policy to the customer. By 

doing so, this system intends to provide a quick and simple 

way for purchasing insurance policies. 
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In the implementation of this model, collaborative 

filtering was used to assist customers in finding a suitable 
insurance policy. 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL TOOLS 
 

A. OS 

In order to communicate with the operating system, 

Python's OS module offers various methods. The Python 

standard utility tools include OS. Using operating system-

dependent features can be done portably with the help of 

this module. The *os* and *os.path* modules have a wide 
range of file system-related operations. 

 

B. Numpy 

A versatile package for handling arrays is called Numpy. 

In addition to tools for dealing with these arrays, it offers a 
high-performance multidimensional array object. 

 

It serves as Python's foundational module for scientific 

computing. It has a number of characteristics, notable ones 
among them being: 

 An effective N-dimensional array object   

 Complex (broadcasting) functions 

 Effective linear algebra, Fourier transform, and random 

number skills.  

 Tools for integrating C/C++ and Fortran code. 
 

Numpy has a variety of applications outside of 

science, including effective multi-dimensional data storage. 

Because Numpy can define arbitrary data-types, it can 

quickly and easily integrate with a broad range of databases. 
 

C. Pandas 

Using its potent data structures, Pandas, an open-source 

Python library, offers high-performance data transformation 

and analysis tools. 
  

Python was primarily used for data processing and 

munging. It did not make much of an impact on data 

processing. Pandas figured out the solution. Regardless of 

the source of the data load, we can complete the five 

standard stages of data processing and analysis using 
Pandas: prepare, manipulate, model, and analyze. 

  
Python and Pandas are used in a variety of academic 

and professional areas, such as finance, economics, 

statistics, analytics, etc. 
 

D. Matplotlib 

A Python 2D plotting tool called Matplotlib creates 

publication-quality graphics in a range of physical formats 

and in cross-platform interactive settings. Four graphical 
user interface toolkits, the Python and IPython shells, the 

Jupyter Notebook, online application servers, and Python 

scripts can all make use of Matplotlib. Matplotlib aims to 

make difficult things feasible and simple things easy. With 

just a few lines of code, you can create graphs, histograms, 

power spectra, bar charts, error charts, scatter plots, and 

more.  
 

The pyplot package offers a MATLAB-like interface 

for basic plotting, especially when used with IPython. A 

collection of MATLAB-friendly functions or an object-

oriented interface give power users complete control over 

things like line styles, font properties, axes properties, and 

more. 
 

E. Seaborn 

Seaborn is a fantastic Python visualization tool for 

statistical graphics plotting. It includes attractive preset 

styles and colour palettes to make statistical plots more 

appealing. It is designed on top of the matplotlib library and 

is tightly integrated with pandas data structures. 
 

With Seaborn, graphics will be at the heart of data 

exploration and comprehension. In order to better 

comprehend the dataset, it offers dataset-oriented APIs that 

allow us to switch between various visual representations of 
the same variables. 

 

VI. OUTPUT 
 

 
Fig. 1: User Interface 

 

The user interface contains an input field and an output 

field along with three buttons - clear, submit and flag. It 

takes the user index as input and displays the list of plans as 

output in the output field. 
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Fig. 2: Accept input and display output 

 

A random user index (65) is given as input and the system displays the list of plans along with their respective weightages as 

output in the output field. 
 

 
Fig. 3: Accept input and display output) 

 

A second different user index (76) is given as input and the system displays a different list of plans along with their 

respective weightages as output in the output field. 
 

 
Fig. 4: Accept input and display output) 

 

A third different user index (86) is given as input and the system displays a different list of plans along with their respective 

weightages as output in the output field. 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 

This is a recommendation model for insurance policies 

in this project. To find similar users, our system uses the 

collaborative filtering method. It compares the insurance 

plans selected by the majority of similar users. The finest 

insurance policy is then prioritized. It then suggests a 

selection of plans with their associated weightages. These 

weightages show the likelihood of the user selecting a plan. 

Based on comparable users, this recommendation model 

assists users in deciding which plan to choose.This project 

overall simplifies the process of the recommendation of 

appropriate insurance policies to the user. Users can easily 

access the system and get a recommendation. 
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